Photoassisted scanning tunneling microscopy was used to simultaneously image topoyraphy, photoinduced Microscopic defects such as impurities, lattice defects or grain boundaries may have a significant influence on the opto-electronic properties of semiconductor devices. Scanning tunneling microscopy (STMI allows to get insight into microscopic effects on the nm-or even atomic scale. By investigating the local I-V characteristics the STM was extensively used to study the surface and local bulk electronic properties o f semiconductors [I -41. Nonequilibrium opto-electronic p r o~r t i e s , such as surface recomb~nation of minority charge carriers, can be locally investigated by simultaneous optical illumination of the semiconductor surface. Various groups developed measuring techniques, which allow to obtain such information parallel to imaping the surface topography. However, these methods were restricted to special applications and cannot be regarded as universd tools. In order co understand the physical and technical principles and h e associated limitations of the hfferem techniques, we first review she basic principles and approaches to photoassisted tunneling spectroscopy.
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Experimental technique and results
Our approach towwds a reliable ima2ing technique for both PITC and ESPV started from the experimental requirements: first we claimed that the tip-sample distance should alrvay be well defined. 
